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Polo Planet Software released Phone Wallpaper X 1.3 Retail Edition
Published on 05/20/08
Polo Planet Software announces the release of Phone Wallpaper X 1.3 Retail Edition. The
update offers more than 150 professional photos to create unique and impressive wallpapers
for any types of mobile phones displays, iPhone, PDA. High-quality ClipArt images can be
used even as desktop backgrounds. The update also improves performance of program and
appends import of custom folders into wallpapers gallery with automatic creation of
backgrounds fitting any display resolution.
Poland - Polo Planet Software announces the release of Phone Wallpaper X 1.3 Retail
Edition. The update offers more than 150 professional photos to create unique and
impressive wallpapers for any types of mobile phones displays, iPhone, PDA. High-quality
ClipArt images can be used even as desktop backgrounds. The update also improves
performance of program and appends import of custom folders into wallpapers gallery with
automatic creation of backgrounds fitting any display resolution.
Flexible image editor makes it possible to crop and resize wallpapers in accordance with
the chosen display resolution. Extended editing tools are available: zoom/pan images,
double-color background, flip and rotate, as well as graphics filters to enhance photos.
Export into graphics formats is possible.
Wallpaper gallery includes a set of ready-made wallpapers of different resolutions to
choose from: Abstract, Nature, Animals, Flowers and more. Gallery allows choosing pictures
for uploading in batch mode through Bluetooth or USB. It is possible to organize newly
created wallpapers in folders. Original files, remade into wallpapers, can be saved for
further editing or preparation of the wallpapers for other display resolutions.
Key features:
* Crop, Resize and Rotate images;
* Image Enhancement using Core Image filters;
* Address Book integration;
* Organize Wallpapers in the gallery;
* Bluetooth or USB uploading.
System requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.4 or higher;
* At least 200MB of free disk space.
Phone Wallpaper X is a full functional shareware with Preview watermark. Retail Edition
via download priced at $19.95 USD. Retail Edition on CD priced at $26.95 USD.
Polo Planet Software:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com
Phone Wallpaper X:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com/phonewallpaperx/
Direct Download Link:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com/downloads/PhoneWallpaperX.dmg
Purchase Link:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com/buy.html
Screenshot:
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http://www.poloplanetsoft.com/phonewallpaperx/screenshots.html
App Icon:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com/phonewallpaperx/AppIcon.png

Polo Planet Software was founded in 2006 with a specific goal: to develop Mac OS X
applications featured the latest technologies, best graphics designs and interesting
ideas. We focus on multimedia software as well as supporting a wide range of mobile
devices, new graphics techniques and rich set of functionality.
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